Analysis of the radio tracking data from the Pioneer 10/11 spacecraft at distances between 20 -70 AU from the Sun has consistently indicated the presence of an anomalous, small Doppler frequency drift. The drift can be interpreted as being due to a constant acceleration of a P = (8.74 ± 1.33) × 10 −8 cm/s 2 directed towards the Sun. Although it is suspected that there is a systematic origin to the effect, none has been found. As a result, the nature of this anomaly has become of growing interest. We have developed a concept for a deep-space mission that would reveal the origin of the discovered anomaly. A number of critical requirements and design considerations for such a mission are outlined and addressed. In particular we explore the use of a solar sail as a means to reach a great distance from the Sun in a short period of time.
Sun, the acceleration contribution from solar-radiation pressure on Pioneer 10 (directed away from the Sun) had decreased to < 5 × 10 −8 cm/s 2 . At that point the navigational data began to indicate the presence of an anomaly in the Doppler navigational data. But at first it was considered to be only an interesting navigational curiosity and was not seriously analyzed.
This changed in 1994 when an inquiry was initiated into how well Newtonian gravity was known to work from interstellar down to solar system scales [2] . The result was a long-term collaboration to study and understand the Pioneer data then in hand as well as that which was still being received [3] [4] [5] [6] .
The the results were first reported in 1998 [3] . The final detailed analysis appeared in 2002 [4] , for which the existing Pioneer 10/11 Doppler data from 1987.0 to 1998.5 were used [4] . This final report specifically addressed all possible sources for a systematic origin for the detected anomaly. Our conclusion was that, even after all known systematics are accounted for, there remains an anomalous acceleration signal of a P = (8.74±1.33)×10
−8
cm/s 2 in the direction towards the Sun, at distances between about 20 to 70 AU from the Sun.
We emphasize known because one might suspect that there is a systematic origin to the effect, perhaps generated by the spacecraft themselves from excessive heat or propulsion gas leaks. But neither we nor others with spacecraft or navigational expertise have been able to find a convincing explanation for it [3] [4] [5] . It is therefore clear that it is time to consider a new deep-space experimental test of this intriguing effect and to understand the origin of the detected anomaly.
Program Requirements for a Test
Interest in the anomalous acceleration of the Pioneer spacecraft has continued to grow.
So, to better understand the nature of the Pioneer anomaly we propose a mission concept that would enable a test of it, either as the pivotal component of a dedicated mission or as a component of a major mission. The goal is a project concept supported by NASA or ESA.
The result of this test would be of major significance. If the anomaly is a manifestation of new or unexpected physics, the result would be of truly fundamental importance. If it is a manifestation of an as yet unknown systematic, understanding it would affect the way small forces will be handled in future precision space navigation. Further, the subtle effects noted in our analysis point out the possible need to refine navigational input files. (See Sec. IX-C in Ref. [5] .) This mission would also have a direct effort on the manufacturing of Plutonium heat/power sources which are necessary for this (and other) deep space missions.
Below we will define the radio-science experiment, the craft design, and the launch concept that would allow the orbital determination needed to perform an unambiguous test of the anomaly. This would unambiguously determine if the anomaly exists and also determine if it is due to some unknown physics or else to an onboard systematic. Either way, the result would be of great value.
When considering any space mission one needs to address a number of important issues, such as (i) the scientific justification for the mission objectives; (ii) the mission configuration and design requirements; and (iii) the overall construction, launch, and ground operations cost.
The scientific justification is clear. We have a signal which, although at a level not seen before, is acknowledged to be in the data. The only question is if it is a systematic or a new effect. Since detailed analyses have found no unambiguous "smoking gun" systematic In light of our experience studying the Pioneer anomaly and its possible origin, we have previously begun to develop a concept for a mission to investigate the anomaly [6] . We have continued to identify a number of critical design requirements for such a mission. In the next two sections we will discuss these requirements, their significance, and our approach to tackling them for both the spacecraft and also the launch/mission, respectively.
Spacecraft Requirements
(1) Spacecraft spin-stabilization: For deep space navigational purposes the Pioneer spacecraft were much easier than any other spacecraft, including Voyager, Ulysses, Galileo, and Cassini. For the stabilization purposes, the two Pioneers were always simple spinners. Thus, they had no continuous jetting of attitude control gas which would, as with the 3-axis-stabilized Voyagers, make the navigational accuracy too poor. The Doppler technique only indirectly yields a distance to the craft, by integrating the measured Doppler velocity from known initial conditions. Range itself is a time-of-flight measurement. This is done by phase modulating the signal and timing the return signal, which was transponded at the craft. As such, it gives the distance to the spacecraft directly and is a complementary check to the orbit determination. The electrical power in the equipment and instrument compartments must also be radiated out so as not to cause an undetected systematic. For the Pioneers the central compartment was surrounded by insulation with louvers aft to let out excess heat early in the mission, and to retain heat later on when the electrical power was less. The electrical power degrades faster than the radioactive decay because the thermoelectric devices deteriorate. For this mission, the louvers should be on the side of the compartment so they radiate in an axially symmetric manner as the spacecraft rotates. The top and bottom of the compartment should also be insulated to further minimize the heat transfer and reflection.
In Figure 2 we show a concept design. A spacecraft design such as this has never been proposed before.
(6) Identical fore/aft antennas: A unique feature of our concept shown in Figure   2 is the dual, identical, fore/aft antenna system. If the signal is continuously beamed in 
Launch Vehicle and Mission Requirements
For a feasible test, the above spacecraft requirements have to be tied to a launch concept and to the total scientific package mission requirements.
(1) Launch concept: The launch vehicle is a major consideration for any deep space mission. To test the Pioneer anomaly cleanly, one needs to be at a distance greater than 20 AU to be able to clearly distinguish any effect from solar radiation pressure and other near-solar systematics. Therefore, although the craft is projected to be of small mass (say, 300 kg), because the desired distance is large (20 AU to as much as greater than 70 AU) a large solar system escape velocity is desired (say, more than 10 AU/yr). In contrast, the Pioneers are cruising at a velocity of about 2 AU/year and the Voyagers at about 3 AU/year. We need something faster than that.
The obvious first idea is a very energetic rocket. The Russian Proton rocket has a very successful record. Using it is an intriguing possibility. Indeed, this again might be a useful option for international collaboration to hold down the cost to NASA or ESA.
Further, when the Atlas V, Delta IV, and Ariane V are fully developed, they will provide other potential vehicles.
On the other hand, as an exciting alternative, a symbiotic relationship to a solar sail mission might be in order.
Both NASA and ESA are developing solar sails. (See Figure 3 .) The NASA InterStellar Probe mission concept [9] [10] [11] [12] would reach the boundaries of interstellar space, the termination shock, the heliopause (> 150 AU), and the bow shock, all expected to be past 100 AU. The sail would be jettisoned beyond Jupiter. This mission foresees sending a package (of about our size and configuration) at a speed of 14 AU/year. ESA, through the German Space Agency, is also considering a sail for deep space travel as a development of the earlier Odissee concept [14] . also gives us what we want, quick acceleration to the major planets with a large coasting velocity. Further, the time-lines fit. Such a mission could also be combined with using a solar sail to detect matter in the ecliptic by measuring the drag force produced [15] .
(2) Integration with the science package: If a rocket is the source of the large velocity, then a test of Pioneer anomaly may be performed as the radio-science objective of, say, a mission to the outer solar system. We would then integrate as many as possible of the design characteristics given above that could be accommodated by the main mission.
If, on the other hand, the anomaly test will be performed with a craft for the deepspace solar-sail-enabled mission, our goals fit in perfectly with theirs, as we just stated.
While the solar sail people were finishing their development, we could be working together on the integrated mission concept.
5 The Future and a Summary (i) The next step to be done is to refine the mission concept using a resonable missionfunding constraint. To perform a reliable cost estimation, one must make a rather detailed model of possible spacecraft/launch vehicle configurations, keeping in mind that the launch vehicle is a significat component of the budget.
For any deep-space mission the science program is a top priority. A test of the Pioneer anomaly can be conducted within the mission's radio-science program. Since navigational data will be our main product, we need expertise in trajectory design and communication.
Among the other mission design areas the thermal control and propulsion subsystems are also of great importance.
It is expected that a mission with such an important science program would generate a significant international collaboration, which would require an appropriate international protocol. International collaboration on this mission could involve as little as certain payload packages to as much as major involvement in spacecraft design and construction, to even the particular launch vehicle.
(ii) Both mission concepts (the radio-science part of a larger collaboration and a priority experiment on a smaller craft) should be explored in tandem. As part of this, there should be in place an active communication with the communities involved in the development of advanced propulsion concepts for deep space exploration; in particular with the solar-sail community. As they develop their future we well could be a part of it.
(iii) It is also important to continue evaluating the ideas being proposed to explain the anomaly. Given that no satisfactory explanation has yet been found for the Pioneer results, a number of new physics suggestions have been proposed. (See the references in Sec. XI of [4] .) These papers propose a multitude of possible mechanisms. For instance a drag force by enough "dark" mirror-matter could cause the acceleration.
We ourselves have become increasingly interested in the ideas of Milgrom [16] . His
Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND), describes a situation where F ∼ 1/r at large distances with an acceleration parameter similar to a P . The program produces an explanation of the galactic rotation curves and large-scale clustering without the need for dark matter, and is most often thought of in terms of a modified gravity. However, Milgrom's increasingly focused view is that MOND is best seen as an inertia modification. Under our urging to investigate, he found that for a hyperbolic orbit like the Pioneers' there will be an anomalous acceleration similar to ours [16] .
(iv) In summary, understanding the Pioneer anomaly, no matter what turns out to be the answer, will scientifically be of great value. Even if, in the end, the anomaly is due to some systematic, understanding this will greatly aid future mission design and navigational programs. But if the anomaly is due to some not-understood physics, the importance would be spell-binding. The scientific and public-interest benefits to the community that this program would produce could be enormous.
